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MULSANNE – THE ULTIMATE STATEMENT OF CRAFTSMANSHIP AND
AUTOMOTIVE LUXURY


Elegantly executed styling revisions give Bentley’s flagship a fresh
modern presence



State-of-the-art chassis technologies deliver a step change in
refinement



Innovative and advanced on-board technology

Handcrafted in England, it takes around 400 hours for a team of highly
skilled artisans to build each Mulsanne at Bentley’s Crewe headquarters,
where each one of Bentley’s flagships is built from ‘the ground up’.
Advanced chassis technologies inside the new Mulsanne deliver a step
change in refinement. Inside the cabin, more efficient air springs and
hydraulically-damped sub frame bushes have resulted in a cabin noise
reduction of 4 decibels. Meanwhile, innovative noise absorber technology
within the tyres reduces peak rolling noise by 50%. Finally, the Mulsanne’s
powerful V8 engine has been quieted by 25 decibels, utilising a closed loop
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system using active cancellation of vibration. These changes result in the
world’s most refined ride.
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The new Bentley Mulsanne exterior has been redesigned. A new, imposing
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appearance, whilst giving the car more visual width and presence.
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front end is dominated by a large stainless steel vertical-vane grille, while a
suite of exterior changes give the new Mulsanne a more modern, integrated

On the inside, occupants will of course find the world’s finest handcrafted
wood, leather and metal fittings, and the new Mulsanne also boasts
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redesigned seats, new door trims and armrests, unique glass switchgear and
an industry-leading palette of 24 exquisite hide colours.
The new Mulsanne features a completely new infotainment system, boasting
class-leading navigation technology. It also features a selection of on-board
infotainment systems that raise the bar for audio and visual entertainment
on the move.
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